NEW ALBUM RELEASE - SIX & SIX | Swing to Bop
In November 2018 RÊVE BOHÈME released their sixth album on the Norwegian Gypsy Jazz
label Hot Club Records. As the album title refers to, RÊVE BOHÈME has picked SIX lesserknown swing compositions from their hero DJANGO REINHARDT and matched them with SIX
bebop standards that Django loved to play!
All the songs on the album have the characteristic acoustic sound of RÊVE BOHÈME and with
their modern and dynamic interpretation of these classic songs RÊVE BOHÈME makes an
exiting contribution to the contemporary Gypsy Jazz-scene today.
SIX & SIX | Swing to Bop was recorded in one studio
session with RÊVE BOHÈME having fun and playing live,
choosing mostly “first takes” of the recorded material – so
this album is a must for all Django-enthusiasts and Gypsy
Jazz lovers!
Line-up:

Jens Fuglsang (lead guitar), Finn Poulsen (harmonica)
Robert Pilgaard (rhythm guitar), Jesper Riis (double bass)

The band / The story - www.reve.dk
Rêve Bohème is from Denmark but played their first concert at the gypsy jazz restaurant Bistro
d'Eustache in Paris, 1998. Since then they have been touring and playing clubs and festivals in Norway,
Sweden, Finland, France, England, Germany, Holland, Greece and Poland. The band have played and
performed with international gypsy jazz artists such as Dorado Schmidt, Robin Nolan, Andreas Öberg, Jon
Larsen & HCN, Gustav Lundgren, Basily, Paulus Schäfer, Angelo Debarre, Gary Potter, Biel Ballester,
Mozes Rosenberg - and many others.
Over the years Rêve Bohème have recorded in different line-ups and musical settings. Their fusion
between the Nordic and South- European traditions have always created a unique musical universe which
can be heard on their five previous albums: Django goes North 2012 (Calibrated), Café Django 2009
(Calibrated), Best of Rêve Bohème 2007 (Hot Club Records), Django’s Dream 2005 (Calibrated) and
Django Jalousie 2002 (Cope).

Press info and booking contact:

Listen to the album at Spotify
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